Legend Brands is the leading provider of classroom-based education, resources and expertise in professional cleaning and in the restoration of fire, smoke, and water damaged property. Delivered by the most experienced educators in the business, Legend Brands brings you the very best in training and resources to ensure your success.

For more than 40 years Legend Brands has produced industry-leading equipment and innovative solutions for superior cleaning and moisture control. And for 20 years European customers have been supported from our UK facility.

Providing products and technical support you can count on and quality-built Dri-Eaz and Sapphire Scientific products and Chemspec Solutions across Europe to deliver better results and greater success for you!
**CLEANING EQUIPMENT**

**VersaClean 200H Carpet Extractor**
Boost your cleaning versatility and efficiency with the high-performance, superior quality and unmatched mobility of VersaClean extractors. Improve your access to clean large facilities, upper floors, and tight spaces while delivering best performance, superior quality and durability with highest quality components.

- **VersaClean 200H Carpet Extractor**
  - **Optional wand & hose set**
  - **Convenient side-mounted switches are easy to hold unit secure during use**
  - **Locking casters**
  - **Durable with highest quality components.**
  - **Clamshell construction**
  - **- optimised performance for easier to transport and store – balanced and compact!**
  - **Lightweight and highly flexible hose coupling**
  - **Wide head with unique injector design cleans fast and reduces dry time up to 90% compared to conventional wandings – and cleans to within 1.5 cm of carpet edge.**
  - **Solution jets designed for easy cleaning – simply remove with a nut driver and rinse clean as needed.**
  - **Full 5 cm vacuum flow with clear viewing tube – easily monitor cleaning and drying progress.**
  - **Low-profile cleaning heads designed for cleaning under furniture.**
  - **Industrial-grade gearbox. Rugged ball bearings designed for cleaning under furniture.**

**HOSS 700 Rotary Tool**
With 700 deep cleaning passes per minute, the HOSS 700 delivers cleaner, drier carpets with your truckmount or extractor, using proprietary NextGen™ glides to provide smooth operation and increased solution recovery on every carpet type. Its industrial-grade motor, geared drive (just like a break-prose belt) and adjustable handle mean the HOSS 700 delivers durable service, unbeatable cleaning performance, and comfortable, highly efficient operation all day long.

- **Wide head with unique injector design cleans fast and reduces dry time up to 90% compared to conventional wandings – and cleans to within 1.5 cm of carpet edge.**
- **Solution jets designed for easy cleaning – simply remove with a nut driver and rinse clean as needed.**
- **Full 5 cm vacuum flow with clear viewing tube – easily monitor cleaning and drying progress.**
- **Low-profile cleaning heads designed for cleaning under furniture.**
- **Industrial-grade gearbox. Rugged ball bearings designed for cleaning under furniture.**

**Dye Gone**
Highly effective swirling spotter in a unique two-part kit removes stains from a wide range of spills, including coffee, orange squash, cola, hair dyes, and even stains caused by cleaning products such as toilet cleaners. Simply neutralise and rinse after application with cold, cut water. Refills also available.

**Stainshield Professional**
Heavy-duty, highly concentrated, triple-strength buffered carpet cleaning detergent for use with truckmounts or portable extractors on all heavily soiled cleaning jobs – commercial and residential – cut cleans competitive products, is low foaming and includes corrosion inhibitors to protect extraction equipment.

**Detergent**
**Formula 99 Powder**
Heavy-duty, highly concentrated, triple-strength buffered carpet cleaning detergent for use with truckmounts or portable extractors on all heavily soiled cleaning jobs – commercial and residential – cut cleans competitive products, is low foaming and includes corrosion inhibitors to protect extraction equipment.

**RUG & UPHOLSTERY CLEANER**
**EncapBrite II**
Mild acid pH encapsulating cleaner uses the power of hydrogen peroxide to remove spots, spills and stains. EncapBrite II encapsulates soils and dries to an easy-to-vacuum crystalline powder. Suitable for use with bonnet, pad and brush machines.

**Low-Moisture Cleaning**
**One Earth Rug & Upholstery Cleaner**
Carpet cleaner, spotter and deodoriser - all in one! Highly effective deodoriser with aggressive surfactants and odour counteractant. Also useful as a traffic lane cleaner to neutralise urine and other organic odours in carpet. Ideal for residential, health care and educational applications. Also recommended as a cleaner and odour control product for restrooms.

**Upholstery Pro**
Unique continuous flow design allows you to extract in both directions for the best clean possible. This unit is constructed with extremely durable plastics, and a flexible hose and integrated solution line make it easy to maneuver even in the tightest corners.

- **Unique dual extraction rollers permit full extraction in both directions across fabric surfaces.**
- **In-line solution filter helps prevent clogging.**
- **Solution flow controlled by internal orifice for maximum foam and flow.**
- **Sliding vacuum release allows for easy vacuum adjustments on the go.**
- **Trigger valve and glue can be changed in minutes with simple hand tools.**
- **Lightweight and highly flexible hose coupling is easy to maneuver; even in tight places.**

**Spot & Stain Removal**
Includes 7 spotting solutions, allowing you to tackle almost any spot or stain. Each bottle can be recovered using the part number provided.
- **Professional Spot Lifter (C-PSLC): Go-to general purpose spotter fortified with Biosolv® citrus booster.**
- **Rust Remover (C-RRCS): Removes even the toughest rust stains.**
- **Paint, Oil and Grease Remover (PSG) (C-PGCS): Quickly breaks down wet or dry paint stains, plus shoe polish, oil, and grease.**
- **Lique Gel with Biosolv® (C-LGCS): Wolf咔™ certified – removes gum, tar, adhesives and oil spots.**
- **Enz-All (C-IXITCS): Amazing water-based formulation removes gum, tar, adhesives and oil spots.**
- **Prekleen**

**PRE-SPRAYS & PRE-TREATMENTS**

**VersaClean S200 Heated Extractor**
Compact and versatile to deep clean spots, stains, upholstery, rugs, small carpeted areas and more.
- **B E T T E R c l e a n i n g w i t h p o w e r f u l v a c u u m p o w e r a n d d e a d a e r a t i o n.**
- **Convenient transport using ergonomic pull- or carry-handles.**
- **Easy-empty design prevents nasty recovery tank odours.**

**Solution Pressure**
200 psi
**Vacuum Motor**
2-stage
**Solution Tank**
4.0 L
**Recovery Tank**
3.5 kg
**Dimensions (Max)**
56.4 x 28.8 x 65.2 cm
**Included**
Vacuum hose, solution hose and hand tool

**CARPET & UPHOLSTERY PROTECTOR**
**Stainshield Professional**
This superior water-based, Woolsafe approved protectant can be applied to virtually any type of water-cleanable carpet, rug or upholstery. Areas treated will stay looking newer, remain cleaner longer, and resist stains. Repels oil- and water-based soils and protects carpet fibers from dry particle damage. Its low dilution ratio compared to other protectors on the market saves money. Carpet protection is the easiest and most profitable upsell for a residential cleaning job.

**Detergent**
**Formula 99 Powder**
Heavy-duty, highly concentrated, triple-strength buffered carpet cleaning detergent for use with truckmounts or portable extractors on all heavily soiled cleaning jobs – commercial and residential – cut cleans competitive products, is low foaming and includes corrosion inhibitors to protect extraction equipment.

**RUG & UPHOLSTERY CLEANER**
**EncapBrite II**
Mild acid pH encapsulating cleaner uses the power of hydrogen peroxide to remove spots, spills and stains. EncapBrite II encapsulates soils and dries to an easy-to-vacuum crystalline powder. Suitable for use with bonnet, pad and brush machines.

**Low-Moisture Cleaning**
**One Earth Rug & Upholstery Cleaner**
Carpet cleaner, spotter and deodoriser - all in one! Highly effective deodoriser with aggressive surfactants and odour counteractant. Also useful as a traffic lane cleaner to neutralise urine and other organic odours in carpet. Ideal for residential, health care and educational applications. Also recommended as a cleaner and odour control product for restrooms.

**C E A N I N G 5 O U L U N S I O N S**

**Prekleen Enzyme Soil Lifter**
Pre-spray for grease, blood and all protein-based soils dissolves even the toughest greases and protein-based soils in carpet and upholstery. Boosted with Biosolv® citrus fortified additiv. Use as an initial pre-wet for old urine or coffee stain-back stains. Use before rotary extraction or hot water extraction.

**Fission Traffic Lane Cleaner**
Unique Soil Separation Technology detects bound soils from fibres, then suspends and removes them from even the heaviest traffic areas in commercial settings. Powers through grease, oil and soils with no strong solvents or.

**3.1 L BOTTLE (PTLC4G – case of 4)**
RTU pH: 12.0

**3.8 L BOTTLE (KDG6 – case of 4)**
RTU pH: 5.8

**3.1 L BOTTLE (IMPO4 – case of 4)**
RTU pH: 5.6

**3.8 L BOTTLE (DEPO4C – case of 4)**
RTU pH: 9.5-10.5

**3.8 L BOTTLE (KDG5 – case of 4)**
RTU pH: 5.6

**3.1 L BOTTLE (ESPO4C – case of 4)**
RTU pH: 9.5-10.5

**3.8 L BOTTLE (ESPO2 – case of 4)**
RTU pH: 6.5